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INTRODUCTION 
In two previous papers [ 1, 21 we reconsidered and improved Klein’s 
method for establishing whether a given second order linear differential 
equation with rational function coefficients (over an algebraic curve) has a 
full set of algebraic solutions. That procedure being rather complicated, we 
were interested in checking whether, when applied to classical examples, it 
would lead to nontrivial new results. The hypergeometric equation being in 
that respect well understood, Lame’s equation (see (0.1)) was the simplest 
type of differential equation for which we could hope to get interesting infor- 
mation by our method. Before explaining in detail the content of this paper, 
it may be useful to the reader if we recall a few facts, proved in [ 1, 21, of 
which constant use will be made throughout this paper. 
Let C be a nonsingular algebraic curve over the complex field C with 
function field K, and let L be a second order linear differential operator on 
C; that is, 
L=D=+A.D+B, 
where A, B E K and D is a nontrivial derivation of K/C. Suppose {PI,..., P,} 
are the singular points of L on C and let T be a ratio of independent solutions 
of L at an ordinary point P on C. We can continue r analytically along any 
closed path y on C\(P, ,..., P,} , issuing from P; the resulting function element 
7, at P will be a fractional linear transform of t: 
at + b 
rl=-g-q=dA~), a,b,c,dEC. 
The transformations pY which we get by letting y vary in zz,(C\{PI ,..., P,} ; P) 
form a group called the projective monodromy group or simply the group of 
L (its isomorphism class is independent of the choice of P and r). A classical 
argument shows that if the wronskian of L is algebraic over K and the 
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projective monodromy group G of L is finite then L has a full set of 
solutions algebraic over K. In that case K(r)/K is a Galois extension and G 
coincides with the Galois group of K(r)/K. Two operators L and L’, as 
before, on the same curve C, are said to be projectively equivalent if they 
admit a common ratio of independent solutions. Projectively equivalent 
operators clearly have isomorphic projective monodromy groups. 
Now let < : C + C’ be a rational map of algebraic curves and let L, L’ be 
differential operators, as be-fore, on C, C’, respectively. We say that L is a 
pullback of L’ to C by r if there are ratios r, r’ of independent solutions of L, 
L’ respectively such that r = r’ o <. In particular if C’ is the Riemann z- 
sphere, so that r is a rational function on C, and 
L’ = (d/dz)* + A(z) d/dz + B(z), 
then a pullback of L’ to .C by < is any differential operator projectively 
equivalent o 
Wt)* + A (<) d/d< + WO. 
In 1872 H. A. Schwarz gave the complete list of hypergeometric 
differential operators with only algebraic solutions. He considered operators 
of the form 
where 1, ,u, v E R represent he exponent differences at 0, 1, co, respectively. 
By the basic Schwarz list we mean the following list (a sublist of the one 
given by Schwarz) of triples (Iz, D, v) such that the corresponding operator 
L I,ll,v has a finite group (whose isomorphism class is described to the right 
of each (1, p, v)): 
(l/n, 1, l/n), n E N, cyclic group of order n, 
(l/2, l/n, l/2), n E N, dihedral group of order 2n, 
(l/2, l/3, l/3), tetrahedral group, 
(l/29 l/3, l/4), octahedral group, 
(l/2, I/3, l/5), icosahedral group, 
The basic Schwarz list. 
The crucial point in [ 1,2] is Klein’s theorem (( 1.8) of [ 1 I), according to 
which an operator L on C, as before, with a full set of algebraic solutions, is 
necessarily a pullback of one of the operators in the basic Schwarz list by a 
rational function r on C. 
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We can now summarize the contents of the present article. 
In this paper we consider Lame’s differential operator: 
L,=D’ff$(x-e,)-ID- n(n+ l)x+B (0.1) 
I 4 r’ri (X - f?i) ’ 
I 
wheree,,e,,e,,BEC,nEQ,e,#e,#e,#e,,e,+e,+e,=O.(Thelast 
condition on the e:s is certainly satisfied after a suitable translation of the 
independent variable.) We examine the possible types of finite groups arising 
as projective monodromy groups of operators in the list (0.1) and their 
dependence upon the parameters of L, . We prove the following facts :
I. If n is an integer and the group (i.e., the projective monodromy 
group) of L, is finite, then this group is dihedral. Its order is bounded by 2t, 





which are rational over a certain quadratic extension K, of Q( g,, g,, B), 
defined in (1.4.2). 
II. If n is half of an odd integer and the group of L, is finite, then this 
group is the Vierer group (dihedral group of order 4, abelian). The extension 
of C(x) obtained by adjoining a ratio of independent solutions of L, is then 
isomorphic to the extension C( ,@ (u/2)) of C( 8 (u)), where ,$9 (u)(=x) denotes 
the Weierstrass elliptic function for the elliptic curve (0.2). This result is due 
to Halphen and Brioschi (see Section 37 of [4]), but we review it in detail 
from the viewpoint of pullbacks of differential operators. 
III. If n @ l/2 Z and the group of L, is finite then it must be either 
octahedral or icosahedral. We give a “formulaire” that should be useful to 
describe, for a fixed n @ l/22, the operators in the list (0.1) having only 
algebraic solutions. As an example we carry out this computation for 
n = l/10. (Classically Lame’s equation was studied only for n E l/22. See 
[4, 51 for references.) One should notice that neither the cyclic nor the 
tetrahedral groups appears as projective monodromy groups of a differential 
equation of Lame. 
A natural question which arises by looking at the formulas of Section 3 is 
the following. For a fixed n & l/22, is the set of isomorphism classes of 
elliptic curves (0.2) such that (for some B) the corresponding L, has only 
algebraic solutions, finite? We are unable to answer this question for any 
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n (# l/10) for which it is not trivial. (If n + l/2 6 l/32 U l/42 U l/5 Z 
then L, cannot have only algebraic solutions.) 
We remind the reader that the problem of characterizing algebraically the 
second order differential equations with four singular points on the Riemann 
sphere whose general integral is algebraic was mentioned by N. Katz in his 
A.M.S. talk [3]. Our paper deals with (and partially solves) a special case of 
that problem. 
1 
Throughout this paper t will denote a ratio of independent solutions of 
(0.1). 
PROPOSITION 1.1. C (x, 7)/C(x) is never jkite cyclic. 
Proof If C(x, r)/C( x were a finite cyclic extension, it would be possible ) 
to express two independent solutions U, v of L, as radicals of rational 
functions (see formula (4.4) of [2]). We would then have 
U, V = ni (X - ei)Fi g(X), 
1 
(1.1.1) 
where g(x) denotes a polynomial and each of the EI)S equals 0 or l/2. 
(Clearly, g and the ~1)s are in general not the same for u and v). Looking at 
the expansion at infinity, we see that 
deg g(x) + z7i si = - (an exponent of L, at co). 
1 
(1.1.2) 
Since the exponents of L, at infinity are -n/2 and (n + 1)/2, we deduce that 
n E Z. But then only one of the exponents at infinity can be a nonpositive 
quantity. It follows that u and v belong to the same exponent at infinity, 
hence u = constant + v. This is a contradiction. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. If L, has a solution g whose square belongs to 
C(x, JJ), 5 is transcendental over C(x). (This is then the case if a solution of 
L, is a Lame function (see [5, Chap. 23, Sect. 4; 4, Sects. 36, 371.) 
Proof. Let h be another solution of L,, independent of g and put 
7 = h/g. Then 
7’ = clg’y, (1.2.1) 
50514 11 l-4 
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where c denotes a nonzero constant and y* = f(x), as in (0.2). Assume that 
t is algebraic over C(x) and let u E G = Gal(C(x, y, t)/C(x, y)). We have 
(my = a(?) = c/g*y, 
and therefore 
ut=~+A,, (1.2.3) 
where A, denotes a constant. But A, must be zero for all u E G, otherwise r
would have an infinite orbit under G. It follows that ur = r for all u E G, 
hence t E C(x, u). But this is impossible by (1.1). We therefore proved (1.2). 
PROPOSITION 1.3. If the projective monodromy group of L, is dihedral, 
then n E l/22. 
ProoJ Suppose that C(x, r)/C( ) x is a dihedral extension of degree 2m. 
As explained in Section 3 of [2] and in Section 1 of [ 11, L, would then be a 
pullback of L 1/2,1/m, l/2 by some rational function r(x). By the degree formula 
[2, Lemma 1.51, we have 
deg c = nm, if n > - l/2, 
=- (n+ l)m, if n < - l/2 
(so in fact n 2 0 or n < - 1). The exponent difference of L, at infinity is 
n + l/2. If n @ l/22, we must then have 
C(a) = 1 and m(n + l/2) E Z, (1.3.2) 
so that 2 ] m. We can write r(x) in the following form: 
r(x)=-a,Pf/a,P:= 1 fa,Py/a,P:, (1.3.3) 
where a,, a,, a3, P, , P,, P, are pairwise relatively prime polynomials, the 
P,‘s have simple zeros and 
rad((ala2a,))=((x-el)(x-e2)(x-e,)), (1.3.4) 
where rad(1) denotes the radical of the ideal I. Since <(co) = 1, we have 
deg a,Pf = deg a,P: > deg a,Py. (1.3.5) 
If the function c takes the value 1 with multiplicity p at infinity, we clearly 
have 
,u=mln+ 1/2]=dega,P:-dega,P’;. (1.3.6) 
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Therefore 
nm - deg a2 PT = nm + m/2, if n > 0, 
-(n + 1) m - deg a,Py = - nm - m/2, if n<-1. 
(1.3.7) 
Equations (1.3.7) are clearly impossible, since they imply 
-deg a, PT = m/2. 
This concludes the proof of (1.3). 
Suppose now that n E Z and, since L-, = L,-, , that n > 0. It is then well 
known (see [5, Chap. 23, Sect. 71 or [4, Sect. 391) that either L, has a 
solution which is a Lame function or else there is a product of independent 
solutions U, , u2 of L, which is a manic polynomial Fe(x) of degree n with 
coefficients in Q(g,, g,, B). We disregard the former case since, by (1.2), L, 
would then have a transcendental solution. Clearly the wronskian 
w, = U; u2 - U, ul, is of the form 
w, = C,lYY (1.4) 
where c, denotes a constant and y is as in (0.2). The constant c, can be 
computed from the identity 
ci=f(F:-21;,F;)-SF,F:,+4[n(n+l)x+B]F5,. (1.4.1) 
Let us now put 
K,=Q(gz, g3,B,c,r). (1.4.2) 
It follows from (1.4.1) that K, is a quadratic extension of Q( g,, g, , B). For 
example, 
K, = Q(g2 3 g,, B”‘), 
K, = Q(g,, gd%fW”*)- 
(1.4.3) 
We now have: 
THEOREM 1.5. If n E Z and t is algebraic over C(x), then C(x, T) is a 
dihedral extension of C(x). Its degree is at most 2t,, if t, denotes the 
exponent of the group of division points of the elliptic curve (0.2) which are 
rational over the field K,,, defined in (1.4.2). 
ProoJ: We keep the notation of the remarks before the theorem. From 
Ul u2 = FnF,(x) (1.5.1) 
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it follows, putting vi = ui/ui for i = 1,2, that 
f/r = ql - v2 = c,/F, y. (1.52) 
This implies that r is cyclic over C(x, y), hence cyclic or dihedral over C(x). 
But the first case is impossible by (1.1). From (1.5.2) and consideration of 
the exponent differences of L,, it follows that the differential (c,/F, y) dx, 
which is defined over K,, has only simple poles with integral residues on C. 
Therefore, by the results of [2, Sect. 61, we conclude that either the first 
order differential equation 
(t,c,/F, y) dx = dz/z (1.53) 
has a solution z E C(x, y) or else it has a transcendental solution. This 
proves, in our hypothesis, that rln E C(x, y) and therefore, the theorem. 
Remark 1.6. We will now indicate briefly how it can be effectively 
decided whether L,, n E Z, has only algebraic solutions. 
One first computes the polynomial F”(x) as in [5, Chap. 23, Sect. 71 and 
the constant c, from (1.4.1). If c, = 0, L, has a transcendental solution; if 
c, f 0, one must compute (or, at least, majorize) t,. One then notices that, 
by (1.5.2), the sum of the negative residues of the differential (c,/F, y) dx on 
C is at least -2n (here we assume n > 0). It follows that the degree of a 
solution z of (1.5.3), z E C(x, y), if it exists, is at most 2t,n. Writing 
2 =a t by, a, b E C(x), 
we see that 
deg a < 2t,n, 
deg b<2t,n+2, 
(1.6.1) 
as elements of C(x). 
We are then reduced to deciding whether there exist a, b E C(x), satisfying 
(1.6.1) and 
t,c,b = F,,a’, 
t,c,a = F,, fb’ + f FJ’b. 
This problem can be settled by elimination theory. 
(1.6.2) 
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2. HALPHEN'S TRANSFORMATION 
Let C be as in (0.2). We regard, as usual, C as endowed with the rational 
group law for which the identity is the point at infinity. We then denote by 
2* : C(x, Y) + C(x, Y) (2.1) 
the transpose of the map multiplication by 2 on C, that is, 
(2*F)(P) = F(2P) 
for FE C(x, y), P E C. It is then well known (see Chapter 20 of [5], for 
example) that 
2*x = + (dy/dx)2 - 2x = T(x), 
where T(x) denotes the rational function of x: 
(2.2) 
T(x) = 2-4 (12x2 - g212 




Therefore: C(2*x) c C(x) and [C(x): C(2*x)] = 4. It is then very simple to 
check that C(x)/C(2*x) is Galois and that its Galois group consists of the 
restrictions to C(x) of the translations by 2-division points of C. Besides the 
only places of C(x) which are ramified over C(2*x), correspond to the (six 
all in all) roots of the equations 
T(X) = ei , i = 1, 2, 3. (2.4) 
At each of those ramified places the ramification index equals two. These 
facts can be very easily seen by using the Weierstrass parametrization of C, 
the parity of the -function and Hurwitz’s genus formula to exclude the 
existence of ramification points other than the roots of Eqs. (2.4). 
We denote by (4)*x one of the four branches of the algebraic function z of 
x defined by 
x = T(z). (2.5) 
We can now prove the result of Brioschi and Halphen: 
THEOREM 2.6. Suppose n + 1 E Z. Then L, has a full set of algebraic 
solutions if and only if B is a zero of a certain manic polynomial P, of degree 
In + f 1 with coeflcients in Z [ g,/4, g3/4]. In those cases the projective 
monodromy group of L, is the Vierer group and 
C(x, z) = c((f)* x). 
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Proof. Since L-1,2 always has logarithmic solutions and Lpn = L,- I, we 
can assume n > 0. To describe Halphen’s transformation we regard the map 
(2.1) as an embedding : 
2* : C(x, y) - C(x, y). (2.6.1) 
The differential operator L, is defined over C(x) but it can be interpreted 
(that is simply extended by separable algebraicity) over C(x, r). We have 
f(x) 0 L, = (yD)* - [n(n + 1) x + B], (2.6.2) 
where D denotes d/dx. Again (2.6.2) can be interpreted on the right side of 
(2.6.1) :
L:, = (2*y d/d2*x)’ - [n(n + 1) 2*x + B] 
= f(yD)’ - [n(n + 1) T(x) + B]. (2.6.3) 
Finally we normalize LL by putting 
H, z 4 y”-* o L:, o y-“. (2.6.4) 
Clearly H, is defined over C(x) and it is a pullback [ 1, Sect. I] of L, under 
the rational map: 
2* : C(x) + C(x). (2.6.5) 
It is then clear from our preceding discussion of the map 2*, that H, has 
exponent differences equal to 1 at all points except e,, e,, e3, co, where the 
exponent difference is n + f E Z. It is also a priori clear that either H, has 
no logarithmic singularities or else it has a logarithmic solution at each of 
the points e, , e,, e3, a. This is because the set {e,, e,, e3, co 1 is the inverse 
image of co under the rational map 2*. 
We now compute explicitly: 
H,=D2+(+-n)(f’/f)D+4[n(2n-l)x+B]/f (2.6.6) 
and observe that the exponent scheme of H,, is 
(2.6.7) 
Since -20 is the smallest of the exponents at co, the condition that H, 
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should have no logarithmic singularity is expressed by requiring H, to have 
a Laurent series solution at co of the form: 
S(x) = f j cjxzn -j.
0 
(2.6.8) 
This leads to the recursion relations: 
(l/2 - n) c, - Bc, = 0, 
2(3/2 - n) c2 - Bc, - (g,/4) n(2n - 1) co = 0, 
(j + l)(j + 1/2 - n, cj+ 1 -BCj-(g2/4)(2n-j+ 1) (2.6.9) 
(n-j+ 1/2) Cj-l- (gj/4)(2n-j+ 2)(2n-j+ l) Cj-2 
=o (j = 2, 3 )...) . 
The critical equation of the set (2.6.9) is the one for which j = n - l/2, since 
the coefftcient of cj+i vanishes. The condition for the existence of a solution 
of H,, of the type (2.6.8), amounts to the vanishing of a determinant of order 
IZ + l/2. This determinant is clearly a manic polynomial P, in B of degree 
IZ + l/2 with coefficients in Z[ g,/4, g,/4]. Now the exponent scheme (2.6.7) 
of H, shows that all exponents of H, are integers. It follows that if H,, has 
no logarithmic singularities, i.e., if P,,(B) = 0, the solutions of H,, are rational 
functions. A closer look at (2.6.7) shows that in fact those solutions are 
polynomials of degrees 2n or n - l/2. More details on this can be found in 
[4, Sect. 371, where such solutions are referred to as “Brioschi’s solutions.” 
We would only like to add here that if P,(B) = 0 our discussion implies that 
r E C((l/2)* x). On the other hand, by Proposition (l-l), r must in fact 
generate C((1/2)* ) x over C(x). This concludes the proof of Theorem (2.6). 
3 
PROPOSITION 3.1. L, never has a tetrahedral projective monodromy 
group. 
Proof: This discussion will be similar to that of (1.3). We will then skip 
some details. If L, were a pullback of L,,,, ,,3, ,3 by a rational map r(x), we 
would have 
t(ei) = 0 for i= 1,2,3. (3.1.1) 
Therefore either 1 or co is triply covered by r& so that 
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But, by Lemma 1.5 of [2] 
deg 6 = 6n if n a- l/2, 
=-(nt1)6 if n < - l/2, 
(3.1.2) 
and therefore n E l/22. See now (1.5) and (2.6). This proves Proposition 
(3.1). 
From now on we will assume that n $ l/22. It follows from what we 
already proved that the only types of finite projective monodromy groups 
which are allowable for L, are the octahedral and the icosahedral groups. 
According to Klein’s theory of pullbacks (see [ 1, 21; in particular 
Theorem 3.4 of [2]) the group of L, is octahedral (resp. icosahedral) iff there 
exists a rational function C(X) such that L, is a pullback of L1,2,1,3,,,4 (resp. 
L ~,~,I,s) by t(x). W e will now analyze the octahedral case (in (3.a) and 
(3.b)) leaving the icosahedral case for last ((3-c) and (3.d)). 
If L, is a pullback of L,,2,1,3,,,4 by the rational function r(x), then 
<(ei) = 0, for i = 1,2,3. Besides the function < must take at infinity either the 
value 1 or co with some positive multiplicity h. We then distinguish the two 
cases. 
(3.a) r(co) = h . co 
Comparing the exponent differences at infinity we see that ]n + l/2] = h/4, 
hence 
n = f h/4 - 112 (3.a.l) 
(notice that h must be odd). Since, in the notation of Section 1 of ]2], we 
have 
A@ *,*,1,3,1,4) + 2 = l/12, 
A(L,) + 2 = h/4 - l/2, 
we conclude from the degree formula (1.5.1) of [2] that 
degr=3h-6. (3.a.2) 
We can write 6 in the form 
t = 1 t a,PQa,Pi = - a,P:/a,P:, (3.a.3) 
where a, = constant . n:=r (x - e,), a2 and a3 are constants, P,, P,, P, are 
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manic polynomials in x, deg P, = 3(h - 3)/2, deg P, = h - 2, deg 
P, = (h - 3)/2. S o, introducing a constant yh, for homogeneity reasons 
I]Ii(x-q)P:-P:+yhp:~O (3.a.4) 
(here E means “identically in x”). More explicitly, 
fIi (x - ei) 3(hffv2j (x - uj)’ - ‘fi2 k (x - bk)3 
1 1 
(h-3)/2 
+yh n r(X-C,)4=o. 
1 
(3.a.5) 
Formula (3.a.5) consists of a system of 3h - 6 homogeneous equations in 
the 3h - 4 unknowns y, ei, aj, b,, c,. To these equations we must add the 
relation 
e, + e2 + e3 = 0 (3.a.6) 
and the open condition that all of the numbers ei, Uj, b,, c, should be 
distinct. 
If a solution of (3.a.5), (3.a.6) satisfying the aforementioned open 
condition is given, then the pullback of L 1,2,,,3,1,4 by the corresponding (as in 
(3.a.3)) function r would be an operator projectively equivalent to an 
operator in the list (0.1). The computation of the constant B appearing in 
that operator can then be carried out by using formula (3.7.3) of [2]. 
We clearly see that the existence of a solution of (3.a.5), (3.a.6) lying 
above a particular triple (e,, e3, e3) only depends upon the isomorphism 
class of the elliptic curve (0.2). 
(3.b) ((03) = h . 1 
Here ] n + l/2( = h/3, hence 
We have 
n = ih/3 - l/2. 
and therefore 
d(L,) + 2 = h/3 - l/2, 
deg<=4h-6. 
In (3.a.3) we would now have 
deg P, = (4h - 9)/2, 
which is absurd. Hence case (3.b) is impossible. 
(3.b. 1) 
(3.b.2) 
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We now pass to the icosahedral case which is perfectly analogous to the 
octahedral. If L, is a pullback of L,,,+,,,,,,, by r(x), then ((ei) = 0, for 
i= 1,2,3 and either <(co) = h . co or Qco) = h . 1. We then distinguish the 
two cases as before. 
(3.c) <(co) = h - co 
Here In t l/21 = h/5, hence 
n = f h/5 - 112. (3.c. 1) 
We have 
A@ 1,2,1,3,1/d + 2 = l/307 
A(L,) + 2 = h/5 - l/2, 
and therefore 
We write 
degr=6h- 15. (3.c.2) 
<= 1 + a,P:/a,P: = -a,Pf/a,P:, (3.c.3) 
where a, = constant . JJi=i (x - e,), a2 and a3 are constants, P,, P,, P, are 
manic polynomials, deg P, = 3h - 9, deg P, = 2h - 5, deg P, = h - 3. So 
lJi (x - ei) PT - Pi + yhP: G 0 (3.c.4) 
for a constant y. More explicitly, 





This is a system of 6h - 15 homogeneous equations in 6h - 13 unknowns. 
The same considerations as in (3.a) apply. We will give at the end an 
example of this situation, taking h = 3. 
(3.d) {(co) = h * 1 
Here In t l/21 = h/3 and 
n = f h/3 - l/2. (3.d. 1) 
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We have 
hence 
d(L,) + 2 = h/3 - l/2, 
deg < = 10h - 15. (3.d.2) 
In (3.c.3) we now have deg P, = 5h - 9, deg P, = 3h - 5, deg P, = 2h - 3. 
so 
ffi (x - ei) Pf + yhPi -P: z 0 (3.d.3) 
gives 
2h-3 
- n ,(X-c,y=o. 
(3.d.4) 
We then get a system of 10h - 15 homogeneous equations in 10h - 13 
unknowns. 
(3.e) An Example (of (3.~)) 
We put h = 3, n = l/10 in (3.~). Equation (3.~5) is now 
(x3 - g,/4x - g3/4) - (x - b)3 + y3 = 0. (3.e. 1) 
Hence 
b = 0, g, = 0, Y3 - 8314 = 0, 
(3.e.2) 
r = - x3/y3 + 1, fii(x-e,)=xiyi. 
If we now write L, in normalized form 
L, = y'12 o L, o y-'j2 = D2 - Q, (3.e.3) 
we get 
Q, = (0 + 1)x + B)lf+ 1/4f”lf- 3/16df’/5)2. (3.e.4) 
So, by formula (3.7.3) of [2], L,,,, is a pullback of L1,2,1s31,5 (necessarily by 
a map < such that <(co) = 3 . co, hence we are in case (3.~)) iff 
f(x) = 4(x3 - c), c # 0, 
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and B satisfies 
%,2.1,3,1,5(1 -x3/c) 9x4/c* - 2/x* 
= - [(I 1/100)x + B]/4(x3 - c) - 3x/2(x3 -c) + 27x4/16(x3 -c)* 
(here L Y*,Y3,1/5 = ‘* + q1/2,1/3,1/5 (x)). It follows easily that B = 0. 
We conclude that 
D* + 3x2/2(x3 -c)D - 11x/400(x3 -c), c#O (3.e.5) 
is the only Lamk operator, with n = l/10, and finite (hence icosahedral) 
projective monodromy group. 
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